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ABSTRACT
A key aspect of knowledge work is the analysis and manipulation of sets of related documents. We conducted interviews with 12 patent examiners and 12 scientists and found that all face difficulties using specialized tools for managing text from multiple documents across interconnected activities, including searching, collecting, annotating, organizing, writing and reviewing, while manually tracking their provenance. We introduce Passages, interactive objects that reify text selections and can then be manipulated, reused, and shared across multiple tools. Passages directly supports the above-listed activities as well as fluid transitions among them. Two user studies show that participants found Passages both elegant and powerful, facilitating their work practices and enabling greater reuse and novel strategies for analyzing and composing documents. We argue that Passages offers a general approach applicable to a wide variety of text-based interactions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We are interested in developing tools for supporting knowledge work in an age of information overload [57, 58, 92]. Studies of knowledge work [3, 63, 64] highlight the complexity of this process, which involves active reading, search, retrieval, annotation and writing activities. Our goal is to gain a better understanding not only of how knowledge workers find and make sense of documents, but also how they keep track of these documents across applications, with the goal of improving tools to support their work.

Many professions have developed specialized productivity software [65, 98] to support this process. For example, legal professionals take advantage of specialized online services to find and cite relevant law books and articles that serve as precedents for their cases [63]. Scientists follow a similar process when searching for related articles that support their arguments, using the research literature to “describe, summarize, evaluate, clarify and/or integrate the content of primary reports” [19].

Unfortunately, current software typically traps information into information silos [46, 71], making it difficult to reuse content or obtain a unified view of the material [65]. This poses a serious design challenge, since adding yet another tool risks complicating, rather than supporting, the complex, multi-faceted nature of document management. The first research question (RQ1) thus focuses on better understanding how today’s knowledge workers currently perform active reading in their document management process, with particular emphasis on their use of existing software tools.

A second key problem knowledge workers face is capturing and maintaining provenance [18]—tracking the source of a document and returning to it—despite varied formats and diverse, non-interconnected sources. Evans et al. [22] argue that tracking provenance is a key factor in the media industry’s current “crisis in journalism” [82], and Flintham et al. [25] show how identifying an article’s source is essential for evaluating its trustworthiness. Similarly, scientists rely on provenance to ensure reproducibility and uncover potential plagiarism [18], and Jensen et al.’s [44] longitudinal study of knowledge workers finds that provenance cues significantly aid recall. The second research question (RQ2) thus asks how today’s knowledge workers manage provenance.
This paper first reviews related research and then describes two interview studies, which helped us gain a detailed understanding of current document management practices. We chose two different types of "lead users" [88]: the highly codified profession of patent examiners, and the more open-ended profession of research scientists. We then introduce the concept of 

2 RELATED WORK

Knowledge workers engage in active reading of documents, both to make sense of them and to evaluate each document's relevance to their needs. When they find useful documents, they must also keep track of their sources, or maintain the provenance of each document, in order to cite them accurately and return to them if needed. We thus review related work with respect to three key areas within knowledge work: active reading of documents, sensemaking, and information provenance.

2.1 Active Reading of Documents

Practices. Knowledge workers engage in "active reading" of documents, which involves interweaving reading with a variety of associated activities [3, 29, 30]. For example, O'Hara et al. [64] interviewed researchers about their library use and characterize scholarly research as "a complex process of searching, information retrieval, reading, information extraction and recording by annotation and note-taking, information review, and writing new compositions". In a diary study of knowledge workers' reading practices, Adler et al. [3] found that reading goes hand-in-hand with writing, and that knowledge workers often read multiple documents in parallel, a finding echoed by Tashman and Edward's study of active reading [85]. Marshall et al. [63] found that law students switch frequently between annotating, organizing and writing. Although this research shows that active reading includes a diverse set of activities, we do not fully understand how current software tools support transitions among them.

Systems. Multiple systems support document reading, including active reading [40, 63, 75, 86], active diagramming [84] and active note-taking [41], as well as more specific tasks such as annotation [73, 95, 96] and navigation [4, 93]. Several systems explicitly support document-reading practices, such as InkSeine [41], which accommodates searching during active note taking. By transforming search queries into first class objects, users can quickly capture and save search results into their "ink" notebooks. Gatherer [40] builds on the finding that reading co-occurs with writing and cross-referencing documents [3], as well as gathering pieces of information [61]. It supports collecting multiple objects via a temporal visual clipboard, using pen and touch interaction. LiquidText [86] offers readers highly flexible and malleable documents, with fluid representations and a multi-touch gesture-based interface. These systems focus on reading-related activities, particularly note-taking [40, 86] and searching [30, 41]. However, we are also interested in helping readers manage active reading while dealing with multiple document-based applications.

2.2 Sensemaking

Practices. Sensemaking is defined as creating a mental representation of an information space to support the user's goals [74]. Sensemaking research explores relationships across different knowledge work activities, especially searching, capturing and organizing information. Kittur et al. [49] differentiate between two main phases—first information seeking then sensemaking—and highlight the cost of creating structure too early in the foraging process.

Other researchers focus on distributed [24] and collaborative [66] sensemaking, or the role of resources [78]. Sellen et al. [77] identify six categories of knowledge workers' use of the web, and found that most searches lead to further activities, especially referring back to a result and incorporating it into a document. They argue that users need more flexible ways of saving text and search results.

Many studies of web-based information seeking highlight users' revisitation behavior [2, 55] and their use of multiple windows [21, 89, 90], as well as activities beyond searching [14, 77]. A key sensemaking activity involves creating external representations, such as tables [54], hierarchies [1], diagrams [84], networks [35], canvases [51], and more [79]. We are interested in the knowledge worker's complete workflow, encompassing the interconnection of active reading and sensemaking activities.

Systems. A number of systems support sensemaking, including searching [38, 60, 70, 91], collecting [42, 49] and organizing [15, 35, 62, 72] information, as well as systems for creating tables [68], graphs and hypermedia structures [74]. Hunter Gatherer [76], Unakite [54], ScratchPad [32], and Dontcheva et al.'s web summarization system [20] support searching, collecting and organizing information, but do not extend to writing or reviewing final documents, e.g. summaries and analysis reports [85], which are also a part of knowledge work [64]. Other systems such as CiteseNSE [99] and Entity Workspace [10] provide an integrated environment with a multi-panel interface, but do not support the flexibility needed for the diverse and changing nature of knowledge work [48, 85]. More generally, such systems are not designed to support the interconnected activities required for reading and sensemaking.

2.3 Provenance

Pérez et al. [69] define provenance as: "the entire amount of information, comprising all the elements and their relationships, that contribute to the existence of a piece of data." Jensen et al.'s [44] investigation of the provenance of files on knowledge workers' desktops shows how it reveals their work patterns. Several systems accommodate file provenance, e.g. for version management [47, 53] and file retrieval [28, 81, 83]. TaskTrail [83] tracks file provenance from copy-paste and save-as commands to help users re-find documents. FileWeaver [31] tracks file dependencies and can recreate dependent files when a source is modified. Karlson et al.'s [47] system tracks copy relationships among files to help users manage versions. Given the highly networked character of today's information systems, Lindley et al. [53] challenge the original file metaphor [80]. They introduce "file biographies" to capture the provenance of each file and let users track how it propagates. Despite research showing how knowledge workers often focus on short snippets of information [54, 76, 84, 85], none of these systems directly support the capture and maintenance of snippet provenance.
Figure 1: Patent examiners engage in a series of document-related activities when searching for prior art, including formulating search terms; reading and annotating documents; and writing and reviewing their own and other examiners’ reports.

Although these systems each offer useful support for different aspects of knowledge work, including active reading, sensemaking and determining provenance, we are interested in designing software tools that work across these activities. We decided to examine two groups of knowledge workers, patent examiners and research scientists, who read, interpret, organize and share documents across multiple applications over long periods of time, to contribute insights to the design of such software tools.

3 STUDY 1: INTERVIEWS WITH PATENT EXAMINERS

The legal profession offers an extreme example of document-intensive knowledge work, with numerous design challenges [3, 63]. Our earlier work focused on lawyers and patent writers [36]. Here, we explore the issues faced by a related group—patent examiners—who must search for, analyze and communicate effectively about complex legal documents in order to make critical decisions about intellectual property. To address RQ1, we decided to interview professional patent examiners to better understand the document-related aspects of the patent examination process, as well as their current use of software tools. We also asked how they capture and maintain the provenance of their documents (RQ2).

3.1 Method

Participants. We recruited 12 participants (11 men, 1 woman; mean=13 years of experience), from a major patent organization. Nine are full-time patent examiners, and three are part-time patent examiners—two software engineers and a product owner from the software development team. All use the organization’s internal software applications to search and examine patent applications, and each specializes in a particular technical field, including antennas, biotechnology, CPUs, displays, medicine, optics, and polymers.

Setup. All interviews were conducted in English via video calls.

Data Collection. All interviews were screen recorded and transcribed. We also took hand-written notes and collected examples of documents and software screens.

Analysis Method. We analyzed the interviews using reflexive thematic analysis [12]. After interviewing six participants, one researcher generated themes and codes using both a deductive (top-down) approach and an inductive (bottom-up) approach to identify new themes. Deductive themes are: process breakdowns, user workarounds and user innovations with respect to participants’ use of software tools and management of provenance. Next, two researchers worked together to reassess the themes and codes, and group them into larger categories. They discussed any disagreements and rechecked the interview transcripts to reach a shared understanding for the entire set of interviews, arriving at the final categorization after two iterations.

3.2 Results

We collected 13 unique patent examples from the 12 patent examiners. For confidentiality reasons, participants sometimes needed to hide information and would jump to another, similar example to illustrate the relevant aspect of the process, and would then return to the main example. The next sections describe the patent examiners’ current document management process, with particular emphasis on their use of software tools (BQ1); as well as their techniques for capturing and maintaining provenance (RQ2).
3.2.1 Patent examination process. To award a new patent, the patent examiner engages in a complex, highly document-centric process, with six basic steps: filing, search, examination, grant award, opposition and appeal\(^2\). Here, we focus on the search step, illustrated in Fig. 1, which judges the patentability, or novelty, of an application relative to all prior art. We chose this step because it involves a variety of interrelated document-based activities, and is required for all patent examiners.

Patent examiners first read the patent application to understand its claimed invention (1). If the application is re-submitted, they must also read other related documents, such as previous search reports and letters from the attorneys, to understand the full context (1). Examiners actively annotate the application and issue queries (1.1) that search for prior art (2). Because of the highly technical nature of patents, examiners must often search for new terminology and term definitions using specialized web services (3). They next browse the search results to identify (4.1) and read relevant documents (4.2).

Study participants reported that they read from 100 to 300 documents for each patent search. Examiners next select a subset of selected documents and compare them to the patent application based on specific criteria such as novelty, inventive steps and clarity (5). This process of reading and searching is highly iterative, since examiners often learn a new term from one prior art document and use it to refine subsequent queries (1.2) to search for (1.1) and read additional documents (4.2). Most participants (10/12) mentioned that they take notes to keep track of their work (5).

At the end of this process, examiners identify three to five highly relevant prior art documents. They then write a search report, drawing from their personal notes (6). The patent institute requires them to cite specific, sentence-level evidence in their report, so they often refer back to the patent application (6.2) and prior art documents (6.1). They may also search for additional documents (6.3) if they realize that something is missing. The search report is then reviewed by the chairman of the patent division (7). This review also involves frequent references to the application (7.1) and prior art documents (7.2), resulting in additional searches (7.3).

The search phase usually leads to the examination phase, at which point the patent office decides whether or not to grant the patent. Three patent examiners examine the application, one of whom maintains contact with the patent attorney. The dialogue between the examiner and the patent attorney sometimes results in modifications to the original patent application.

3.2.2 Software tool use. We identified two key challenges with respect to understanding their current use of software tools to manage the patent search process (RQ1): Transferring information across applications is cumbersome (T1) and Recording personal notes risks duplicating information (T2).

T1: Transferring information across applications is cumbersome. The patent organization has developed over 20 specialized applications for patent examiners. Most are designed for specific activities such as task management, report creation, document viewing, and searching for prior art. Others are designed for highly specific tasks. For example, a chemistry examiner (P7) showed us a specialized application for finding the CAS (Chemical Abstract Service) registry number when information found on a website or database entry is messy or incomplete.

Despite the availability of these applications, examiners must spend a great deal of time choosing among them and setting them up before they can perform any real work. P2 said: “One of the problems that examiners have is that there are many different tools and there are many different times that you have to go here and there. So it is very cumbersome.” They must also follow a preset process when using these systems. For example, P4 must open three different applications just to view a document “so that it has the right dossier number and then it is synchronized.” This produces many unnecessary windows that are hard to manage and clutter the examiner’s screen. Two examiners (P3, P4) developed workarounds to avoid the rigidity of this procedure-based interaction. For example, the classification tool only sends codes to three tools, none of which is the one he wants. So P3 copy-pasted the tool’s entire classification code into a Microsoft Word document, which lets him easily search for and copy the codes he needs.

T2: Recording personal notes risks duplicating information. Examiners collect information snippets and add them to their personal notes. This not only supports the current task, but also helps them in the future. P6 called these notes a “letter to myself”—when the application comes back for re-examination in a year, she will not have to “spend the same amount of time again to re-familiarize [herself] with the file.”

Some examiners structure their notes as a comparison table (P1, P6, P9), spatial canvas (P7) or as linear text (P6, P10, P11). For example, P6 created a table in Microsoft Word to compare the application and prior art documents. She considers the table to be “a mental help to remember what the claims are about and what are the features.” P7 pastes text snippets and screenshots into Microsoft OneNote so that he can have “all the information at a glance”. Other examiners avoid organizing personal notes into an intermediate structure, and instead treat the text editor where they write the final report as their note-taking space. For example, P11 keeps the claims in his head and tries “to start the communication [with the attorney] as soon as possible”. P6 found that managing his collected information and notes in a separate application is “really painful...it is really nasty. It is the duplication of information...Copying is the maximum I would like to invest.”.

3.2.3 Provenance management. We also identified two additional challenges with respect to managing provenance (RQ2): Re-finding sources is tedious (T3) and Search results are easily lost (T4).

T3: Re-finding sources is tedious. All examiners had to manually re-find text snippets from multiple sources, including prior art, application software and other related documents, in order to verify or cite them in their report. They developed diverse strategies to reduce the time involved in collecting snippets, from using the search function (P2) or manually keeping a “link” (P7). This task is even more extreme for the patent chairman, who must locate and verify many cited passages during the review process. For example, P2 must manually count line numbers: “If I see here that this claim is supported by the description on page 5, line 15-17, I go on page 5 and have to count to the line and I find [it].”

\(^2\)Note that this practice differs between Europe (https://www.epo.org/learning/materials/inventors-handbook/protection/patents.html) and the United States (https://www.uspto.gov/patents/basics/patent-process-overview)
Examiners frequently revisit snippets of text when they edit or review their reports, but find it tedious to copy-paste from the organization’s internal applications into their personal notes. They also have trouble maintaining links back to the original text. Although citing snippets is tedious, examiners agree that it is critical for making evidence-based decisions and essential for communicating with others. For example, P11 (a junior examiner) said: “I have learned that, in the examination argumentation phase, it can be really helpful to cite the specific passage. If you read from the line that this functional feature is present, it does not mean that everybody else will read it. You have to explain it. If you don’t, you will get a lengthy letter back. You have to explain it anyway and this is a waste of time for both parties. This is why I am often quoting complete sentences, saying that this feature is really there, don’t come back to me and say it is not there.”

T4: Search results are easily lost. Examiners not only search for prior art documents but also for term definitions and synonyms on the web to help them understand an unfamiliar domain. The internal search tool keeps track of the main search activity, which is the search for prior art. However, queries and results of informal searches remain ephemeral, causing repetitive re-searching for the same information. For example, after starting a search, P5 would “go back and maybe have another look at the dictionary or the Wikipedia” because it gives him new ideas for a search query.

3.2.4 Inductive themes. In addition to the deductive themes associated with RQ1 and RQ2, we also identified two inductive themes: Automatic drafting ignores human expertise (T5) and Sharing knowledge has few rewards (T6).

T5: Automatic drafting ignores human expertise. The organization developed an application for automatically generating a report from a form that the examiners fill out. Although intended to improve report-writing productivity by reducing copy-pasting and re-writing, many examiners have mixed feelings about the system and are reluctant to use it. They emphasize the importance of having a human select the right text, and the need for human-to-human communication in their intellectual work. P6 said that her team dislikes it, so she dropped it: “I did not see the benefits. I was typing as much as before and the communication is much longer because it has all these standard sentences that I don’t really need to repeat every time.” For her, the intellectual part is about “selecting the passages”. P8 and P10 emphasized that the human value lies in communication and dialogue with applicants. P8 said: “If we are moving in the direction where the communication will be automatically generated by computer, we will be sending the message that we don’t really do the intellectual work. So [the patent attorneys] will be less likely to be convinced, the same way I am less likely to be convinced.”

T6: Sharing knowledge has few rewards. Almost half the examiners (5/12) have their own library of synonyms for their respective domains. These libraries are a form of knowledge that examiners have accumulated over many years and can be useful both to themselves and to others. Examiners share knowledge mainly through talking to people (P4, P5), exchanging Microsoft Excel or text files (P11, P12) or using an internal system (P6, P11). P6, an experienced examiner, said that if he works in an unfamiliar field, he just goes next door and asks his colleague. This is consistent with research that shows that people prefer obtaining information from other people within an organization [39]. Two examiners (P11, P12) also mentioned exchanging their personal synonym files with colleagues.

Although the organization has an internal system for sharing synonym libraries, one participant said that examiners gradually stopped using it, since the focus on improving productivity discouraged them from taking the extra time needed to create resusable libraries. Others were willing to share their synonyms but received no benefits if they created something that exceeded their personal needs. One exception is an examiner with a huge personal synonym database—he has around 500, in contrast to his colleagues’ 20 or 30—who constantly refines and improves it, and emails it to a dozen colleagues every six months. His role is similar to the “translator” identified in Mackay’s study of exchange of customization files [57].

3.2.5 Summary. Study 1 shows the complexity of the patent examination process, and emphasizes the difficulties patent examiners encounter as they try to manage interconnected document-intensive activities through multiple specialized but separate applications (RQ1). Although each examiner establishes multiple personal strategies for organizing information, they struggle to maintain the provenance of the resulting documents (RQ2). Examiners also worry that shifting to ever-more-automated systems will reduce the human added value of their work, and they want to ensure that communication with other (human) participants remains part of the process. They feel that the current push for increased productivity without appropriate tools reduces their incentives to share knowledge, with a corresponding negative effect on the quality of their work.

4 STUDY 2: INTERVIEWS WITH SCIENTISTS

Reviewing and analyzing the scientific literature has a number of similarities to the patent review process [23]. We decided to broaden the scope of our study to include this more open-ended form of knowledge work, and thus conducted a second series of interviews with research scientists.

4.1 Method

Participants. We recruited 12 scientists (4 women, 8 men) from the following disciplines: computer science, game design, mechanical engineering, physics and psychology. All participants had experience writing and publishing a literature review or a related work section of a research article.

Setup. All interviews were conducted in English via video calls.

Procedure. Each interview lasted 45-60 minutes. After collecting basic information about each scientist’s background, we conducted story interviews, following the same procedure described in Study 1. Participants were asked to describe a recent, concrete example in which they searched for research articles for inclusion in either a literature review or the related work section of an article they were writing.

Data Collection. All interviews were screen recorded and transcribed. We also took hand-written notes and collected examples of documents and software screens.

Analysis Method. The same two researchers analyzed the data using the same reflexive thematic analysis approach described in Study 1. We checked the interview transcripts to reach a shared understanding of the deductive themes for the entire set of interviews, and arrived at agreement after two iterations.
4.2 Results

We collected a total of 33 examples of specific literature search problems encountered by the 12 scientists, approximately three stories per scientist. Although the overall process of searching for the research literature is more open-ended than that of patent examiners, it is similarly complex, and scientists each develop personal strategies for managing their diverse sets of software tools (RQ1). They also develop diverse strategies for capturing and maintaining provenance (RQ2).

4.2.1 Software tool use. One theme related to RQ1 replicates findings from Study 1: Transferring information across applications is cumbersome (T1). We also identified an additional theme related to RQ1: Reusing notes is difficult (T7).

T1: Transferring information across applications is cumbersome. Scientists use specialized applications for reading, note-taking, document management and writing, and many expressed frustration when trying to make these systems work together. For example, every time P5 decides to read a paper in depth, he creates a new Markdown file in Obsidian1. He must then manually create a link between his notes and the source paper. Since many note-taking applications focus on supporting stand-alone reading, scientists struggle to transfer their notes into their final document. Most copy-paste their notes into a text editor, and must then re-organize them and add citations manually. For example, P10 complained that because Overleaf4 does not display his personal notes from JabRef5, he must re-read the paper to figure out the exact content. All find it difficult to transfer information effectively across different applications.

T7: Reusing notes is difficult. All scientists (12/12) take structured personal notes as they read, which include both objective information, e.g., paper title, link, and quotations, as well as subjective information, e.g., personal summaries and comments. Although most participants (10/12) take notes that summarize the contribution(s) of the article, two (P5 and P8) also copy direct quotations. All participants (12/12) use multiple applications for recording their notes. Most participants (10/12) comment on the articles directly, using PDF Reader’s annotation feature, or write notes on physically printed copies (P9,P11). They also use a diverse set of additional software tools for recording personal notes, each of which imposes a corresponding file format. Some are open-ended, such as Microsoft Word (P1,P2,P4,P7,P10,P11), TextEdit (P8,P10), and Emacs (P6), or hand-written notes (P9) or hand-drawn tree graphs (P3). Others are designed specifically for taking notes, such as Obsidian (P5), Zettlr (P8) and Evernote (P12). The rest are highly structured as Microsoft Excel tables (P2,P3,P5,P12).

The format of the original notes directly affects the writing phase. Some (P2,P3,P5,P12) use tables to structure their notes. This provides an overview of the papers, making it easy to compare them (P12), and allowing them to discover “missing bricks in the literature” (P5). However, some uses of tables are problematic. For example, participants find it tedious to manually copy-paste information from multiple sources into each table, and maintain links to sources by hand. When writing, they must also manually copy-paste contents from the table. They also lack tools for interconnecting their data. For example, P8 wanted the text editor to automatically suggest relevant notes that he could cite. Fig. 2 shows how P2 uses Excel to categorize articles according to specified criteria. When she changed her categorization strategy, she decided to color code articles to reflect it, but found it difficult to find relevant notes as she wrote her paper.

More flexible note-writing applications also led to frustration when participants needed to re-organize their notes or keep track of each article’s quotations or provenance. For example, P2, P5 and P8 were frustrated by Word’s lack of structure which P5 described as a “sandbox” that made it hard to find notes again.

In summary, reusing notes is difficult. Applications that avoid imposing structure during initial note taking make it difficult to find and reuse those notes later. Yet applications that impose an initial structure are only useful if that structure does not change during the sensemaking process.

4.2.2 Provenance management. Two themes related to RQ2 replicate findings from Study 1: Re-finding sources is tedious (T3) and that Search results are easily lost (T4).

T3: Re-finding sources is tedious. Scientists have multiple strategies for finding papers, including keyword search (5/12), references from key papers (4/12) and recommendations from others (5/12). Similar to patent examiners, they often need to go back and re-read the papers. For example, P3 re-reads papers when her notes lack sufficient context and she can no longer understand them. Others (P5, P12) manually add a link to facilitate backtracking, but find the process tedious: “When I need to write, I start from my notes, and often go back to the article to see what is corresponding to what.” (P11)

Unlike patent examiners who track individual passages from within documents, most scientists (10/12) focus on notes about the contributions of the whole document. However, two also take fine-grained notes, recording the page number of specific quotations (P9) and adding section-level comments to facilitate re-finding (P6). T4: Search results are easily lost. Participants use diverse search strategies, and want to keep track of their earlier searches. For example, P2 said that the lack of a history of her previous searches within the ACM Digital Library acts as a disincentive: “what I had searched and what rabbit holes I had gone [down] and back.” (P2). P7 was frustrated that he could not remember where he found a particular paper, and thus could not use it as a “memory helper” to start writing.

4.2.3 Summary. Study 2 replicates several findings from Study 1 with respect to the complexity of the document search process.

---

1Markdown (https://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown) is a simple mark-up format for text. Obsidian (https://obsidian.md) is a “knowledge base” for Markdown files.
2https://www.overleaf.com – Overleaf editor
3https://www.jabref.org – bibliography management tool
across multiple, non-interconnected software tools (RQ1); and the problems associated with managing the provenance of relevant documents (RQ2). Study 2 also identified an additional theme related to RQ1, "Reusing notes is difficult" (T7).

Together, these two studies demonstrate the challenges faced by two types of knowledge workers, patent examiners and scientists, as they read, search, annotate, organize, write and review text documents across multiple specialized applications, while manually tracking their provenance. Although participants in both studies were able to perform their jobs successfully, most reported frustration with the cumbersome nature of the process and the lack of adequate tools.

5 PASSAGES: CONCEPT AND SCENARIO

Based on these findings, we focused our design on facilitating the transfer of information across applications while tracking its provenance. Rather than creating a new, integrated application that supports the complex web of activities we observed, which would have created yet another information silo, we created a new type of interactive object that can be integrated into existing applications.

5.1 Concept

We introduce Passages, which seeks to improve inter-connection across applications while maintaining the provenance of information from different sources. Our design approach is an example of “Generative Theory” [8], where a new design is inspired both by empirical studies and by generative principles grounded in theories of human behavior and cognition. Specifically, we were inspired by the principles of reification and reuse [9] from the theory of instrumental interaction [7] to create the concept of a passage.

A passage is a snippet of text that includes metadata, such as its source document and location within that document, the time it was created, and user-defined tags and comments. A passage can be detached from its source document and reused in other documents and applications. Passages extend the concept of textlets [36], which reify a text selection into a first-class object. However, while each textlet is bound to a particular document, passages can be shared across multiple applications (Fig. 3). To demonstrate the power of this concept, we created six prototype applications that each support a Passages Side Panel for collecting, annotating, manipulating, and sharing passages across applications, without losing their provenance. We first present a scenario to illustrate the user’s experience of using Passages, with concrete examples derived from the two interview studies. We then describe the system and its implementation in greater detail.

5.2 Scenario

Emma, a Ph.D. student in Human-Computer Interaction, works on improving pointing techniques. Her advisor, Alex, sends her three relevant papers to help her get started: Silk Cursor [45], Area Cursor [97] and Enhanced Area Cursor [94]. Emma must compare them and propose ideas for new interaction techniques. As the process will involve various activities, she decides to use Passages.

5.2.1 Reading. She opens the three papers in the Viewer (Fig. 4) and starts to read them, trying to find their similarities and differences. As she reads the Area Cursor paper, she realizes that it is inappropriate for fine positioning tasks, since selections may become ambiguous on cluttered displays. She finds this an interesting limitation and collects the corresponding text by selecting it and clicking the PASSAGE button. The collected passage immediately appears in the side panel.

As she reads the Enhanced Area Cursor paper, she identifies several differences compared to the Area Cursor. For example, although the Enhanced Area Cursor switches dynamically between pointer and area cursor, performance is the same when an intervening icon appears next to the target. Emma collects this and other relevant text as passages.

5.2.2 Organizing. As the number of passages grows in the side panel, she decides to organize them. She opens the Table (Fig. 4) and drags and drops passages from the side panel into the table. She quickly tires of dragging the passages individually, and decides to move all the passages related to one paper into a column, all at once. She drag the title of the Enhanced Area Cursor paper and drops it into an empty column. All the passages automatically fill up the column and she renames the column “Enhanced Area Cursor.”

Emma begins to see patterns in the table. For example, neither Area Cursor nor Enhanced Area Cursor improve performance when intervening targets appear, and the Silk Cursor only works for 3D selection. She summarizes these patterns by naming the rows accordingly. Emma realizes that she has forgotten what one of the passages is about, so she double clicks it, which opens the original source document, with the relevant text selected and highlighted. This helps her examine the passage in its original context. Emma continues to build the table by moving freely among the passages.

5.2.3 Searching. Emma wonders if other papers address the problem of intervening icons next to the target. She returns to the Searcher application (Fig. 4) and revisits her search history, where she discovers a new keyword: “intervening.” She creates a new keyword by selecting the text and clicking the CREATE button. She also adds “close” as a synonym and launches a new search with these additional terms. The distribution of the different terms in the

![Figure 3: Passages reifies text selections into interactive objects that can be manipulated, reused and shared across applications.](image)
Figure 4: Passages user interface. The Viewer lets the user collect interesting text as passages, by selecting them and clicking the passage button. The Searcher lets her iteratively search for more documents by specifying multiple search terms, and keeping track of her search history. The Table lets her drag and drop collected passages and organize them into rows and columns, whereas the Canvas offers a more free-form layout. The Editor helps her communicate her findings, while preserving the provenance of each passage as she writes her report. The Reader lets others read the report while still easily accessing the source documents to verify the claims.

scrollbar of each resulting document helps Emma quickly locate the relevant text within the paper. After skimming the highlighted sections, she finds the Bubble Cursor paper [33], which seems to address the issue of intervening icons. She creates a new passage with the relevant text description. She then decides to continue reading the document in the Viewer.

5.2.4 Writing. After filling the table with passages, and some additional searching and reading, Emma searches for pointing techniques that remain efficient in the presence of intervening targets. She then decides to write up her findings for Alex. She opens the Editor (Fig. 4) but does not want to start from a blank page. She returns to the table and uses the Quick Drafting feature: she clicks the Export by Row button (Fig. 5, b), which converts the row header and the passages (together with their notes) from this row into paragraphs in the Editor. Emma re-organizes the text into a concise evidence-based review, with a logical flow. While writing the last paragraph, Emma realizes that one piece of evidence is missing. However, she remembers that she had already read about it in the Area Cursor Paper. She opens the paper in the Viewer and immediately finds the related text. She collects it as a passage and drag it from Viewer and drops it into Editor’s side panel (Fig. 5, a). She then inserts it as a citation by dragging and dropping it into the text
area of the Editor. Emma is satisfied with her review and exports it so she can send it to Alex.

5.2.5 Communicating. Alex receives Emma’s review and reads it with the Reader. He wants to find out more about one passage cited as evidence. When he clicks on it, the original passage immediately appears as a yellow tooltip next to the text he is reading. He can also see the full context by double clicking on the passage tooltip, which opens the original paper at the correct scrolling position, with the relevant passage selected and highlighted. This helps him understand Emma’s review. He pins two interesting passages into the side panel, as a reminder that he should discuss them further with Emma at their next meeting.

6 PROOF-OF-CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION
In order to demonstrate the concept of passage, we created a proof-of-concept implementation with six applications that can share passages: Searcher, Viewer, Table, Canvas, Editor, and Reader.

The Passages prototype is implemented as a series of web applications written in HTML, CSS and Javascript with the Vue.js framework. The back-end is implemented with Node.js and a NeDB database, except for the Searcher application, which uses a PostgreSQL database for full-text search.

6.1 Passages and Passages Side Panels
Each passage is displayed as a box with the quote from the original document and a note that can be edited by the user. It keeps track of both the source document and its position within the document, and can also be tagged with a color picked in a radial menu.

Users can always locate and re-select the text from the passage’s source document simply by clicking on the passage. Since the text is re-selected instead of simply highlighted, users can immediately use normal copy-paste if needed.

A Passages side panel (or side panel for short) displays a collection of passages from one or more documents, automatically organized by document. Each of the applications we created includes a side panel, although passages can also exist independently of a side panel. The side panel provides an easy-to-understand, central location for holding the passages relevant to the user’s current task. In addition to automatically classifying passages by their source documents, users can also filter the passages in a side panel according to their color tags.

6.2 Viewer: Collecting Passages
The Viewer application (Fig. 4) offers a lightweight way to collect passages across multiple documents. To create a passage, the user simply selects the desired text with cursor and clicks on the PASSAGE button that pops up next to the cursor. The collected passage appears as a persistent interactive object in the side panel, with a small text area for personal notes. We did not provide a categorization mechanism, such as tags, when creating passages to avoid the cost of defining structure too early in the foraging process [49]. However, passages can be tagged once they are created.

6.3 Table and Canvas: Organizing Passages
The Table and Canvas applications (Fig. 4) are designed to help users organize passages. The Table uses a grid structure, which some participants find particularly useful for comparison tasks [16, 54], while the Canvas offers a more free-form way of organizing passages, which may be more appropriate for long documents or when dealing with a large number of topics.

The Table lets users drag and drop passages back and forth between the table and the side panel, as well as among table cells. Users can populate a column with all the passages related to a specific source document simply by dragging the document title from the side panel to the column. Alternatively, users can click and hold a cell containing a passage to select it all those below it belonging to the same document, and then drag that set to a different cell.

We intentionally separated the collecting application (Viewer) from the organizing applications (Table and Canvas) for two reasons. First, this separation supports the "two-stage" model of sensemaking, where information is gathered first and then organized [49]. Second, this provides more flexibility and opens the possibility of integrating Passages into other applications such as Mural, LiquidText or Muse, through a future API.

6.4 Searcher: Searching with Passages
The Searcher application (Fig. 4) combines the designs of TileBars [37] and SearchLens [17], which let users create multiple keyword objects [17, 37] and visualize them in the scrollbar of each document to support rapid navigation [37]. Unlike SearchLens [17], the keyword object has two fields: an editable search query area and a "related" scrapbook. The search query area gives users complete control over their search queries, allowing them to apply advanced search, such as proximity search and add complex synonyms, as suggested by Studies 1 and 2.

The "related" scrapbook addresses the need, identified in the interview studies, to learn about unfamiliar domains by searching for term definitions. Keyword objects let users quickly collect small pieces of information as passages, and attach them to the keyword using drag-and-drop. Users can capture the results of these informal searches and use them to grow their domain knowledge.

6.5 Editor: Writing with Passages
The Editor application (Fig. 4) lets users drag and drop to embed any collected passage as a citation directly into the report. Dropping a passage object inserts that passage’s note as normal text, with the passage itself appearing as a blue citation. This interaction is based on our observations of knowledge workers who copy-paste their notes into their final report for later reuse. Hovering over the blue passage text scrolls the side panel and highlights the corresponding passage object. Users can edit the text as usual, and the link to the passage in the sidebar is preserved. Future work will include an additional button for selecting different citation reference styles, e.g., ACM or APA.

---

6VueJS: https://vuejs.org
7NodeJS: https://nodejs.org
8NeDB: https://dbdb.io/db/nedb
9PostgreSQL: https://www.postgresql.org
10Mural: https://www.mural.co/
11LiquidText: https://www.liquidtext.net/
12Muse: https://museapp.com/
Figure 5: (a) Fluid transitions across applications through drag-and-drop of passages between windows. (b) Reuse of content and structure from the Table directly into the Editor

Table 1: Features of **Passages** that address the research questions (RQ) and themes found in Studies 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Passages features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>T1: Transferring information</td>
<td>Users can drag and drop passages across applications while maintaining their provenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>T2: Recording personal notes</td>
<td>Notes can be attached to passages, and stay attached when moving passages across applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>T3: Re-finding sources</td>
<td>Passages always keep their provenance and let users access the source document with a single click.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>T4: Searching</td>
<td>Search results can be captured quickly and saved as passages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T5: Drafting</td>
<td>Users maintain control when authoring, and can link their writing to passages and their corresponding sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T6: Sharing knowledge</td>
<td>Concept or synonym lists can include and refer to passages, although they cannot currently be shared in real time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>T7: Reusing notes</td>
<td>The Table and Canvas provide flexible ways of collecting and organizing notes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.6 **Reader**: Communicating with Passages

The Reader application (Fig. 4) provides a quick and easy way to access any referenced documents. A single click on the blue text lets users see the exact underlying passage as a yellow tooltip. Users can then either open its source document to examine in greater detail, or pin it into the side panel for later reuse. Pinned passages can serve as reminders, e.g., for a discussion with the author. Maintaining a parallel link between the document and its reference information facilitates comparison and verification of the claims, which encourages better evidence-based practices.

We do not include the author’s personal notes in the Reader because patent examiners in Study 1 said that seeing other people’s notes might introduce bias in their own judgement. Future prototypes should offer the reader the possibility of either seeing or hiding their personal notes.

6.7 **Summary**

Table 1 summarizes the features of **Passages** that address the themes identified in the Study 1 & 2. Moving passages across applications lets users flexibly interleave knowledge work activities without being forced to follow a preset process. Moreover, the consistent representation of passages across the various applications supports a simple but powerful mental model for users.

Unlike previous systems where note-taking and writing are supported separately, **Passages** lets users reuse their notes as they write while maintaining their provenance. When exporting content from the Table to the Editor, **Passages** automatically collects the row or
column headers and their associated passages, and converts them into text and citations, which users can then edit freely. A more complete implementation should support a similar feature for the Canvas, by letting users specify export rules, e.g., based on tags. Finally the Reader reuses links created during writing process to provide easy access to the original reference material. This connects writing and reading in a fluid cycle, with passages serving as a common underlying objects.

7 STUDY 3: DESIGN WALKTHROUGH WITH PATENT EXAMINERS

We conducted a design walkthrough [59] to gather systematic, focused feedback about the benefits and weaknesses of various features of Passages; to collect ideas and suggestions for improvement; and to assess the overall value and relevance of the concept of Passages. We based the design walkthrough on a scenario that illustrates the use of Passages in a realistic context, with interaction snippets drawn directly from examples provided by patent examiners in Study 1. This scenario is explicitly designed to highlight challenges related to themes identified in Studies 1 and 2.

Participants. We recruited one current patent examiner, two internal software developers, two designers and one manager (two women, four men) from the same patent organization. The two designers were not patent examiners; whereas the other four all had current or previous experience as patent examiners. One developer had participated in Study 1 and was also the author of the automatic drafting application mentioned in Study 1.

Setup. The study was conducted in English via video call.

Procedure. The workshop lasted one hour and featured three main sections: a 5-minute video demo, a 35-minute scenario-based design walkthrough and a 15-minute general discussion. Participants received a description of the design walkthrough procedure prior to the workshop, and a worksheet to fill out with their critiques and suggestions.

After first viewing a 5-minute video of the design scenario described in section 5.2, the first author presented or “walked through” a live demonstration of the scenario, pausing at each step to elicit critiques and suggestions from the participants. This scenario is organized into seven “interaction snippets” that illustrate how a patent examiner uses one or more key features of Passages: 1) collect a passage; 2) organize passages in a table; 3) locate other passages; 4) use the table content for drafting a patent report; 5) include an additional passage; 6) insert a passage as citation; and 7) review the final report. At each step, participants discussed the pros and cons of each feature, and filled out a specially designed worksheet that recorded their critiques and suggestions for improvement. The workshop concluded with a general discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of Passages.

Data Collection. We video-recorded the session and collected participants’ worksheets with their critiques and suggestions. We also took hand-written notes during the session.

7.1 Results and Discussion

All participants found Passages to be an interesting and elegant concept: “a good way of improving the way we are working now” (P1). P4 said the concept of interacting with information snippets is fundamental to their work: “Because we always deal with pieces of information. With this link, you can always navigate between the documents and to communicate etc. I think it is an elegant way of dealing with it. It is not rigid and you can always move it around. This is what I like.” P1 and P3 also appreciated the power and flexibility offered by Passages. P1 said: “The difference is really the flexibility, dragging things around, we have no way of doing that.”

Two participants immediately wanted to integrate several features into their organization’s existing applications. For example, P2 wanted to integrate the Reader into their current reviewing applications: “I like the connection that you can open the document. It is really good. I can imagine it working. In terms of integration, actually I could imagine this integrated into the current tools.” P3 especially liked the concept of reusing snippets and the ability to always trace their provenance: “It is a very interesting concept, especially this interaction of having the repository of snippets and just use them in the table and the communication. It saves a lot of time just by linking the documents and having the original version available and having an easy to compare several documents.”

Two participants (P3, P4) liked the connection between reading and writing. P3 liked the ability to quickly access the reference information and the ability to quickly insert a reference in the text editor. P4 said that it is also the ability to have both information (source and reference) in parallel that makes it a great feature. P2 suggested combining reading and writing into a live thread, so that examiners could reply directly within the same passage.

Critiques. Although Passages lets users always go back to the source document by double clicking on it, P1 wanted more information about the source document when using a passage in the side panel, Table and Editor, so as to avoid making organization or citation mistakes. This suggests that users should have greater control over configuring the visibility of provenance information. P1 also mentioned that the scalability of the Table may be an issue: “I think I might get lost in a bigger table”. While the current ability to collapse notes may help, we are also considering support for zooming and coloring cells, as in standard spreadsheet software.

Suggestions. Participants viewed the side panel as a “repository of snippets and small fragments” (P3) and found “having them available all the time is really useful” (P6). They suggested adding bidirectional connections between the side panel and other applications. For example, P2 suggested that once the passage is included as citation, the side panel could indicate that it has been used. P3 proposed the reverse idea, where users could view all the places in the Editor where a particular passage has been inserted. P2 also suggested connecting the Table and Editor so that passages included as citations in the Editor would appear in the Table as well.

Two participants (P2, P3) immediately understood the power of reusing passages. They brainstormed about structuring mechanisms, such as tagging passages while collecting them. Examiners could then reuse this structure for other tasks, such as filtering and categorizing. P2 also suggested providing Table templates, either predefined or user-defined, with standard clauses in the Editor for examiners to reuse.

Other use cases. Participants suggested other use cases, such as coaching and quality control, where one examiner must review another examiners’ work. P4 also commented on the connection with the literature review process: “I will also generalize it not only
to the review of patent, but also to any academic document, not just limited to patent world.”

8 STUDY 4: STRUCTURED OBSERVATION WITH SCIENTISTS

In order to provide a grounded, qualitative assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of Passages, we also conducted a structured observation study [11, 27, 52] with scientists. Participants first perform and then reflect upon a set of realistic literature review tasks, using both their usual literature review process and the Passages Viewer, Table, and Editor applications. They then compare the details of each, both to identify problems and suggest new ideas. We also asked participants for feedback about Passages’s Canvas, Reader and Searcher applications.

Participants. We recruited 12 graduate-level scientists in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) (9 men, 3 women; ages 22–28; 3 years of research experience on average). They use a diverse set of applications for reviewing literature, including multiple PDF viewers, Google Docs (3/12), Microsoft Word (2/12), Overleaf (2/12), Ohsidian (2/12), Google Sheets (1/12), Notion (1/12), and MarginNote (1/12).

Setup. Participants accessed Passages via a web application on their personal computers. We prepared two equivalent sets of HCI research papers about basic pointing techniques. Participants were familiar with pointing as an HCI research domain, which is based on a fundamental model—Fitts’ Law—that serves as the “ground truth” for Balakrishnan [5]’s comparative research article.

The first set of three papers is based on the principle of increasing target width: Area Cursor [45], Enhanced Area Cursor [94] and Silk Cursor [97]. The second set of three papers is based on the principle of reducing target distance: Drag-and-pop [6], Pie menus [13], and Object pointing [34]. We use Balakrishnan [5]’s cross-document comparison criteria, specifically participant profile, intervening targets, and commands for switching to normal interaction, to establish the “correct” criteria for analyzing each set of papers.

Procedure. Each session lasts approximately two hours. Participants are asked to read two groups of research papers, once using their current set of software applications, and once using three Passages applications: Viewer, Table, and Editor. They then write a short review that compares the features of pointing techniques for each group of documents.

The two conditions, document set: increasing target width or reducing target distance, and application choice: with or without Passages, are counterbalanced for order within and across participants. Participants hear a scripted presentation that describes the functions of the Viewer, Table and Editor applications immediately before performing the Passages condition. We also show participants the Reader application, even though it is not necessary to perform the tasks, so they can see how a fictional colleague would read their report.

The tasks are presented in the form of the following scenario: Your colleague wants to start a new research project with you. She sends you three documents about pointing techniques that she thinks are relevant but that she has not read. Your goal is to read and compare them. For example, what are the differences and similarities among these techniques? You will write a short paragraph at the end to tell your colleague about what you found out, so she can review and verify your findings. In the Passages condition, participants perform the task with the Viewer, Table and Editor applications. In the non-Passages condition, participants are free to use their own software. Participants use a think-aloud protocol [26] to describe their experiences during each task. After each task, participants complete a short questionnaire and answer questions based on the experimenter’s observations of their behavior.

After completing both tasks, participants complete a final questionnaire that compares their usual literature review process with their experiences using Passages. Each question uses a five-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Participants are asked to assess their performance on three tasks—making annotations, assessing similarities and differences between documents, and writing an evidence-based report—with respect to their mental load, perceived success, task difficulty and level of frustration. We conclude by asking participants to identify additional use cases from their recent projects; discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using Passages; and make suggestions for improvement. We also show participants the Canvas and Searcher applications and ask them to describe situations for which they might be useful.

Data Collection. We collected the passages that participants created with the Viewer, Table and Editor applications, as well as the questionnaire results. We took screen recordings as participants performed each task in both conditions, as well as video of the interviews and discussions. We also took hand-written notes.

8.1 Results and Discussion

We first established the correct criteria for the increasing target width condition: participant profile; transparent vs. translucent; and intervening targets; and the reducing target distance condition: types of targets; intervening targets; and commands for switching back and forth. We then analyzed the criteria created by each participant to compare the papers in each condition, and counted how many are correct, according to Balakrishnan [5].
All participants successfully completed the task in the Passages condition (Fig. 6). Participants considered provenance tracking (8/12) and table exportation (8/12) as their favorite features. Provenance tracking "enables me to work more efficiently in terms of going back to the paper" (P2); "is really good to be able to see the location of citation in the original document" (P4); and "saves me a lot of time finding the context of my previous notes during writing" (P11). P2 liked Table exportation as it "enables me to compare what I have. I like the fact that I can just export it for my writing, not waste it."

Participants also appreciated the fluid combination of reading and writing: "It feels great because the [Reader is] not something that really exists [in Google Docs]. I really like the way we can click on...and trace the reference" (P1). P3 compared Passages to the many note-taking apps she has tried, including LiquidText, MarginNote and Notation, and said none offers Passages' combination of reading and writing.

Participants immediately understood the concept of passages as generic objects that work across multiple applications: "I really like it keeping the notes as separate objects that are not explicitly linked to any PDF, making it a more flexible format" (P10). Some participants wanted to make passages work with their existing applications, such as Mural (P8) and email (P9).

Reusing structure, not just content. Participants reused the passages collected in the Viewer in the Table (average reuse rate = 77.17%, SD = 0.37) and the Editor (average reuse rate = 88.36%, SD = 0.14). P9 said: "It feels great I can directly use the notes for organization and writing." Only two participants did not use the table, since they usually write directly into a Google Doc.

Participants developed two major strategies for generating their report's structure: task-based (5/12) and information-based (7/12). Those who used a task-based strategy took advantage of their previous experience with a similar task to generate the initial structure, e.g., pros and cons: "Because the task is to compare interaction techniques, using pros and cons is very natural to me." (P2). These participants collected passages as they read. By contrast, participants who used an information-based strategy first skimmed two or three papers to gain a general overview, without collecting any passages, since they did not "know what to collect" (P8). They then read each paper in greater detail and began collecting passages.

Despite the differences between these two strategies, all participants wanted to reuse both content in their chosen text editor while inspecting their notes or source documents In the Passages condition, participants organise exported text directly into the Editor.

Participants appreciated seeing all their notes in one place, which limits window switching during copy-paste operations and reduces time wasted locating certain notes. P3 said: "In Google Docs, I write mostly by myself. When I'm using Passages, I'm less likely to copy and paste contents, they are mostly from the original paper. It's more convenient. [After importing] I would just change a little, make it more smoothly and logically [organized]."

Participants had mixed opinions about exporting raw passages of text. Most (10/12) said they rephrase the text from the reference document in their own writing to avoid plagiarizing. P10 said: "I'm afraid it will be too similar to the original text if I just copy and paste. You don't want to plagiarize stuff. Sometimes I quote but I just don't want to do [it] all the time." One participant found the exported raw passage a bit "distracting for thoughts and writing something coherent". Another participant wrote that pie menus have issues with large numbers of items even though the original passage states that "Pie menus seem promising, but more experiments are needed before issuing a strong recommendation." As he built his table, he realized his mistake and said: "Facing the evidence forces me not to twist the words and misquote." This suggests that Passages that appear in the Editor should be collapsible, to reduce clutter while still maintaining access to the original evidence.

Feedback about the Searcher and Canvas applications. Participants quickly saw the benefits of the Searcher for their own work.
For example, P6 had a problem retrieving definitions he had collected about machine learning in his papers, and found it useful to attach definitions to keywords. When P5 was searching for papers related to “immersive technology” and “stereoscopic”, he wanted to use the Searcher to combine these two concepts into a single search. When shown the Canvas, three participants suggested to using it to manage themes in the thematic analysis of their qualitative studies.

**Quantitative Results and Limitations.** The post-hoc questionnaire asked participants to compare Passages to their usual approach, with respect to which is easier, less mentally demanding, less frustrating, and more successful for accomplishing literature review tasks. Although eight participants prefer Passages when writing evidence-based results, four found it more frustrating. The follow-up interviews revealed this was because these participants found the Editor’s functionality too limited when compared to a commercial text editor, because it lacks, for example, rich formatting and automatic list formatting.

Participants also suggested adding features to improve the Editor’s citation tracking, such as inserting the document name and maintaining the link after copy-pasting text. Participants considered auto-filling columns in the Table and tagging in the Editor to be the least useful features, although several participants suggested adding tagging to the Viewer, rather than the Editor, since they already have a structure in mind when writing.

**Summary.** Study 4 demonstrated that scientists can quickly learn to use Passages and take advantage of its flexibility. They largely reused the collected passages in terms of both content and structure and used the Table to discover more insights across documents. They also spontaneously devised composing strategies by organizing exported passages into a concise writing and suggested other use cases, such as thematic analysis.
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